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Ansrnacr
The sffuctures of synthetic Mn.AlrSi.O,, spessartineand Ca.AlrSi.O,, grossular garnet
have been refined using single-crystal X-ray diffraction methods at 100 K, 293 K, and
500-550 K. The divalent X-site cations, located in large dodecahedralsites, show measurable anisotropic dynamic disorder in contrast to the rigid vibrational behavior of the SiOo
tetrahedra and AlOu octahedra.The amplitudes of vibration of Mn2* in spessartineare
similar to those of Fe2* of almandine, in the plane of the longer X-O(4) bonds, and both
are about twice that of Ca2* in grossular,despite the lighter mass of the latter. Heat capacities measuredbetween 300 and 1000 K on synthetic polycrystalline spessartineand
two natural nearly end-member spessartinecrystals are similar to those of almandine. In
addition, the IR active modes of spessartineat low frequenciesare very similar to those
of almandine suggestingthat their heat capacities are also similar at lower temperatures.
The low-energy phonon spectraof pyrope and grossularare probably considerablydistinct
from the two ffansition metal-containing garnets as suggestedby their different low frequency IR active modes, reflecting the different bonding properties for Mg and Ca in
gamet. The large pressure-temperaturestability field of spessartine,relative to the other
aluminosilicate garnets, does not appear to be due to any sort of intrinsic entropy
stabilization.

INrnonucrroN
The garnet group is extremely diverse showing a wide
compositionalrange(e.g.,Geller 1967).One classof garnet, the silicate garnets of space grotp Iald (Menzer
1928), which occur commonly in nature, are, in addition,
thermodynamically stable over very large pressure and
temperature regimes. They show, in comparison with
most silicate structures,little in the way of phase transitions or instability as a function of pressureand temperature. The aluminosilicate garnetsof the general formula
X.Al2Si.O,r, where for the most common end-members
X - Fe2* (almandine), Ca2* (grossular), Mnr* (spessartine), and Mg'z* (pyrope), are a good example for such
phase stability. As a group, they are stable from I atm
up to several 10s of GPa from roughly 400 'C to very
high temperatures.The aluminosilicate garnets also possess the ability to form extensive solid solutions, as
shown by the mixing of different cations on the dodecahedral X-site, Wycoff position 24(c).
The static sffuctural descriptionofgarnet, largely based
on room temperature diffraction experiments, is well
known since its initial structuredeterminationby Menzer
(1928). Recently, the dynamic properties of the polyhedral units and the X-site cations of some of the end-member silicate ganrets (almandine, pyrope, and andradite0003-004x/97l0708-0740$05
00

Ca.FerSi.O,r) have been investigated by temperaturedependent,X-ray single-crystal refinementsbetween 100
and 500 K (Geiger et al. 1992; Armbruster et al. 1992;
Armbruster and Geiger 1993). An analysis of the atomic
mean-squaredifference displacementparameters(Biirgi
1989) as a function of temperatureshows that the SiOo
tetrahedraand the AlOu octahedracan be consideredas
rigid bodies over this temperaturerange, thus confirming
the static polyhedral description of the structure(Zemann
1962). The divalent X-site cations show, in contrast,substantial anisotropicdynamic disorder in the large irregular
dodecahedralsite (Geiger et al. 1992; Armbruster et al.
1992; Armbruster and Geiger 1993). Recognition of this
dynamic disorder allows new insight into the garnet sffucture and has enabled, for example, several unusual and
previously not understood spectroscopicfeatures to be
elucidated (Geiger et al. 1992;,Quartieri et al. 1997; Kolesov and Geigeq in press).
In addition, thermodynamicproperties such as heat capacity could depend on the dynamic properties of the
X-site cations. The relatively large heat capacity of pyrope at low temperatures(Haselton and Westmm 1980),
for example, may be related to the large amplitude, low
energy vibrations of the Mg cations. The phonon density
of statesof the silicate garnetsare unknown. Only a few
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dispersion curves for the acoustic phonons of pyrope
were measured(Artioli et al. 1996) and hence, a rigorous
analysis of the lattice dynamics of it or of the other silicate garnetsis not possible.
We examine, herein, the structures of synthetic
Mn.AlrSi.O,, spessartineand Ca.AlrSi.O,, grossulargarnet between 100 and 500-550 K, as determinedby single
crystal X-ray refinements,and analyzethe behavior of the
X-site cations with respectto the temperaturedependence
of their amplitudes of vibration. The heat capacity of
spessartine,which was previously unknown, is also presentedbetween 300 to 1000 K and is compared with the
heat capacities of the other aluminosilicate garnets.The
powder FTIR spectraof the four synthetic aluminosilicate
garnetsbetween 450 and 80 cm-r are also compared.Finally, the large P-T stability of spessartineis addressed
in light of these new measurements.
ExppmlrBlqrAI, METHoDS
Inasmuch as nearly all natural garnets are compositionally complex solid solutions, it is necessaryto synthesize end-membergarnet compositionsfor the study of
dynamic properties using X-ray diffraction. Static positional disorder resulting from localized compositionaldifferencescannot be separatedeasily from ffue dynamical
disorder,and therefore, end-membergarnet compositions
must be synthesizedfor these measurements.A short description of the synthesismethods used for the aluminosilicategametsis given in Geiger et al. (1988).
The grossularsingle crystals used for X-ray study were
synthesizedhydrothermally at 1073 K and 0.2 GPa for a
period of eight weeks from a fine-grained and intimately
ground oxide mixture of CaO (from CaCO.), SiO,
(quartz), and AlrO. (corundum) of stoichiometric grossular composition. Standard cold-seal vessels and associated methods were used. It is difficult to synthesize
large crystals of grossular (greater than several hundred
micrometers), and the largest crystals obtained were
about 100 pm in diameter.Most of the synthesisproduct
consisted of finer grossular crystals about 15 pm in diameter. Additional phases, which were not identified,
were present at about 5-10 volVo.
It is also difficult to synthesizelarge spessartinesingle
crystals. Attempts to grow large crystals hydrothermally
using an oxide mixture of MnO, SiOr, and AlrO. or a
glass of stoichiometric spessartinecomposition result in
crystals of about 10-15 mm in size or smaller. Spessartine shows the lowest temperaturestability of the aluminosilicate garnets (Hsu 1968), and it appearsthat rapid
nucleation at low temperaturesdoes not allow the growth
of large single crystals. To hinder rapid nucleation and
growth, a different synthesis method was adopted. A
starting mixture consisting of MnrO., AlrO., and SiO,
was prepared.This mixture was sealedwith distilled water in gold capsulesand held at 1073 K and 0.2 GPa for
a period of about one month. The oxidation state within
the cold-seal hydrothermal vesselsused is approximately
that of the Ni-NiO buffer (Huebner 1971), and Mn,O. is

apparentlyslowly reducedto MnO during the experiment,
and spessartinenucleation and subsequentgrowth proceeds in a slower fashion than when using MnO as a
starting material. In this manner. spessarlinecrystals up
to about 200 pm can be produced. Severaltypes of crystals were observed. Large single crystals, somewhat
rounded,showing {110} and {211} faceswere found, as
were more skeletal-like crystals having pointed projections atypical of the normal garnet habit. Similar crystals
were documentedin the work of Matthes(1961; seeFig.
7). The cores of most of the larger crystals are reddish
orange in color, while the rims are generally more translucent and lighter orange. The darker color is probably
attributable to small amounts of Mn3* substituting for
Al'* in the octahedral site. A refinement of the unit-cell
dimension, ao, of this material based on a powder-X-ray
patternbetween20' and 120' 20, gave 11.618(l) A, with
the error representing20 statistics.
Polycrystalline spessartinewas also synthesizedanhydrously at high pressuresand temperaturesfor heat capacity measurements.First, a glassof stoichiometricspessartine composition was preparedby melting MnO, SiO.,
and Al,O. in a graphite capsule at 1523 K and then
quenchingin water. About 200 mg of finely ground glass,
without water, was welded into a platinum capsule of 5
mm diameter and crystallized at 1273 K and 1.6 GPa in
a piston-cylinder device. The resulting synthesisproduct
was better than 99.5Vospessartineand gave an ao cell
redimensionof 11.6163(5), A basedon a least-squares
finement of a powder X-ray pattern, using NBS 640b Si
as an internal standard,in the range between 10-135" 20.
[The cell dimension of spessartinedependson OH- content for those synthesizedhydrothermally at low temperaturesand probably on the amount of Mn3*. Geiger et al.
(1988)consideredthe valuea": 11.615(1)the best estimate for end-memberstoichiometric spessartine.]
Heat-capacitymeasurementson spessartinewere made
using an automated Perkin Elmer DSC 7 differential
scanning calorimeter (Watson et al. 1964). The experimental methods adoptedare identical to those reported in
techniquewas
Bosenicket al. (1996). The step-scanning
used and machine stability and accuracywas checkedby
measuringthe heat capacity of single crystal MgO. Measurements were made on the synthetic polycrystalline
spessartineand, in addition, on two natural spessartine
single crystals obtained from G.R. Rossman (California
Institute of Technology). The first sample, labeled GRR
43b, is from the Rutherford no. 2 Mine in Amelia, Virginia. The second, labeled GRR 1791, is from an unknown location in Namibia. The chemical composition of
both natural spessartinecrystals was determinedby electron microprobe analysis,and the results are given in Table 1. The Rutherford spessartineis light orange, while
that from Namibia is slightly darker in color. Both are
ffanslucent and optically free of included phases. Both
crystals were cut and polished on opposite sides giving
single crystal platelets.The former single crystal is about
4 x 5.5 mm in cross section and about 1.50 mm thick
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Taale 1. Chemicalanalysesof the naturalspessartine
crystalsused in the DSC measurements

TaBLE2A. Experimentalconditionsused in the singlecrystal
data collectionfor spessartineof size 0.300 x
0 2 2 O x 0 . 1 8 0m m

Sample

sio,
Tio,
Alro3
Cr"O"
FeO
MnO
Mgo
CaO
Naro
Total
Si
Ti

Temperature

Wto/ooxides
36 10
00 01
20 68
00 01
01 23
41 89
00 00
00.73
00 00
1 0 06 5
2.97
0.00

37.03
00 18
1 93 7
00.03
01 68
39 06
244
00 78
00 02
1 0 05 7
3.00
001

Cations per 12 O atoms
2.OO
0.00
0.00
008
291
000
006
802
12

AI
Cr

Unit-celldimension
0 range
scan type (o-20)
No measuredreflections
8 " , ( t ) ,( % )
No. uniquereflections
with sino/ >
No. reflectrons
0.4 and F"b"> 6o (F.0")
No parameters
R (/")
R.(%)

1 0 0K
11 606(1)
<50"
25"
| 4CO
IJ

502
JCI

18
19
20

293 K

500 K

1 16 1 9 ( 1 )
1 16 4 1 ( 1 )
<50"
<50"
25"
2.5"
1454
1352
13
14
503
506
308
18
2.0

242
18
tc

1.6

1.85
000
012
000
268
0.29
0.07
8.02
12

about 100 micrometer size (Fig. 1), synthesizedhydrothermally, was made using a Nicolet specffometerin the
laboratory of G.R. Rossmanat Caltech using the methods
describedin Geiger et al. (1991).
The X-ray single-crystal data were collected up to at
Sum
least
0 = 30" of one complete octant in reciprocal space
O atoms
on an Enraf Nonius CAD4 single-crystal diffractometer
x^^^-0.97
089
with graphite monochromatedMoKa radiation. An exX",^o
002
000
X,,
0.00
009
ception are the 293 K grossulardata, which were obtained
Xn."t*o
0.01
o02
on a Siemens P4R diffractometer, also using graphite
monochromatedMoKcr radiation, equipped with a rotating anode (50 kV 150 mA). Intensities between 0 : 30
and weighs 50.81 mg. The latter is about 3.5 x 5 mm and 50" were collected only for those reflections for
and about 2 mm thick and weighs 55.23 mg. Sample43b which tests indicated significant intensity. Low temperawas measuredonce with a heating rate of 10 "C/min and ture measurements(100 * 5 K) were made with a conthe other two spessartineswere measuredat 10 and 20 ventional liquid nitrogen cooling device. For the collec'C/min, wherein the
two measurementswere averaged.
tion of the 500-550 -f l0 K data sets a self-constructed
Powder FTIR spectraof the four synthetic aluminosil- regulated hot-air blower was used. Reflection intensities
icate garnet end-members(pyrope, almandine, grossular, were empirically corrected for absorption by using {r
and spessartine)were recordedusing a Bruker spectrom- scans.The data collection (assumingI centering) and reeter by imbedding about 1 to 2 mg of ground garnet in finement procedures are similar to those described in
polyethylene and pressinginto pellets. A total of 32 scans Geiger et al. (1992) and Armbruster et al. (1992). Addimeasuredat a resolution of 2 cm ' were recorded.A sin- tional details are given in Table 2. Only reflections with
gle crystal IR measurement,on a grossular crystal of sin 0/I > 0.4, weighed lloz, were consideredin the spessartine refinements using the program PROMETHUS
(Zucker et al. 1983). In the case of grossular sffucture
0.8
refinements,the program SHELXTL (Siemens1990) was
Grossular
Fe3*
Fer*
Mn
Mg

Synthetic

(-) 0 . 6
a

TABLE
28. Experimental
conditions
usedin the singlecrystal
datacollection
for orossular
of size0.125x 0.125
x 0 . 1 0 0m m

€ o.+

Temperature

o.2
0.0
3800

3700

3600

3500

3400

-l ,

wavenumbers
(cm )
Frcunn 1. Single-crystal FTIR spectrum of grossular between 3800 and 3400 cm-'. The spectrumis normalized to I mm
thickness.This energy region is characterizedby OH stretching
vibrations of structurally bound OH- groups in the garnet
structure.

1 0 0K

293 K

550 K

1 18 3 7 ( 1 )
11847(1)
1 18 7 2 ( 1 )
Unit-celldimension
<50'
<50'
<50'
0 range
10.
1.0'
10"
scan type (o-20)
1424
3276
No. measuredreflections 1 7 7 9
(%)
21
28
zc
R,^,(t),
484
566
640
No uniquereflections
No reflectionswith sin0/ >
383
0.4 and F"o"> 6o (F"o") 3 1 9
18
18
18
No parameters
1.6
2.5
1.4
R (%\
R*(%)
1.9
3.3
1.8

Note:
B - >lla".l- l4""llDlF.""l,
& : (>w(lp.""l)lF".,"l)"D'lF.""l')
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Teele 3. Positionaland displacementparametersof synthetic
grossularbetween 100 and 550 K
Grossular
1 0 0K
X
Y

z
u,,
ur"
Usa

Ur"
U."
ur"

U,,
U""

u,,
U.,
U,,

u.,
ur"

0.03823(6)
0 04542(6)
0.65125(5)
o.263(7)
0.0034(2)
0.0040(2)
0.0026(2)
0.0000(2)
0.0005(2)
0.0001(2)

Grossular
293 K
Oxygen
0 03823(7)
o 04s28(71
0.65137(6)
0 4 11 ( 9 )
0 0049(3)
0 0063(3)
0 0044(2)
0 0002(2)
-0.0005(2)
0.0004(2)

Grossular
550 K

0.03839(7)
0 04483(8)
o 65142(7)
0.63(1)
0 0077(3)
0.0095(3)
0.0066(3)
0.0009(2)
-0.000e(2)
0.0002(2)

X cation (O,lt+,r's);Uu = U"", U," = U,, = O
0.212(3)
0 445(5)
0.708(4)
0 00296(8)
0.0064(1)
0.0104(1
)
0 0021(1)
0.0042(1)
0.0062(1
)
0.0003(1
0 . 0 0 1 0 ()1
0.0020(
1)
)
Y cation (0, 0, 0); Uu = Uu = U*, U,, = U," = U,.
0 194(3)
0.365(4)
0 527(3)
0.00246(e)
0.0046(1)
0.0067(1)
- 0 0 0 0 1( 1)
-0 0001(2)
0 0000(1
)
Si (%, 0, lt); Uu = U"", Ur" = Ur" = U"" = O
o 175(4)
0 328(6)
0.425(6)
00022(2)
0 0040(2)
0 0051(2)
0 0022(1)
0 0042(1)
0 0055(2)

used and reflections were weighed according to W :
FIl[o'(F) + 0.0002F'z],
where H : I - exp[-5(sin0/I),].
The H term yields a larger contribution to the high angle
reflections. Thus, in contrast to the spessartinedata set,
no low angle sin0/L cutoff was applied. The use of the
two different reflnement programs was only done for
technical reasonsand does not effect the resulting refined
parameters.The refinements used high-angle data, thus
leading to more precise atomic coordinates and atomicdisplacement parameters, which are necessary for the
study of dynamic properties.

Rnsur,rs

Tnele 4. Positionaland displacementparametersof synthetic
soessartinebetween100 and 500 K

x
Y
z
U.,
U,,
us
U."
U""

U,,
U""
ur"

U,,
U,,

U,,
U""

Spessartine
100K

Spessartine
293 K

Spessartine
500 K

0 03493(6)
o 04816(6)
0 65246(6)

Oxygen
0 03491(7)
o 04791(7)
0 65250(7)

0.03508(6)
o 04744(6\
0 65237(6)

o 243(71
0 0031(2)
0.0038(2)
0 0023(2)
0 0005(2)
-0 0006(2)
0.0002(2)

0.354(7)
0 0044(2)
0.0055(2)
0.0036(2)
0.0010(2)
-0.0010(2)
0.0001(2)

0 583(8)

o oo72(2)
o 0094(3)
0.0055(2)
o 0008(2)
-0 0015(2)
(2)
0.0001

X cation (O,1A,lel; Uu = U,., U," = Uzo= O
0.861(3)
0.486(3)
o 231(2)
0.0134(1)
0.0075(1)
0.00345(7)
0.0059(1)
o oo33(1)
0.0019(1)
0.0029(1)
0.0026(1)
0.00058(8)
Y cation (0, 0, 0); Uu = U"" = U"., Ue = U," = U""
0.419(2)
0.254(2)
0 . 1 8 1( 2 )
0.00s3(1
0.0032(1
0.0023(1)
)
)
-0.0000(1
0 0000(1)
0.0002(1)
)
Si (%' 0, 1A);U". = Uu, Utz = U," = U," = O
0.361(4)
0.214(4)
0 150(3)
0 0041(1)
0 0023(2)
o oo17(2)
0 0048(1)
0 0029(1
0 0020(1)
)

a natural spessartine-richgarnet by Novak and Gibbs
(1971) and those from natural nearly end-member grossularsby Abrahamsand Geller (1958),Prandl(1966),and
Novak and Gibbs (1971). Meagher (1975) refined the
structure of a natural grossular at temperaturesof 293,
638, and 948 K. The four crystallographically independent cation-oxygen bond lengths at the three different
temperaturesare given in Table 5.
Table 6 lists the difference displacement parameters,
AUs (BUrgi 1989), for both grossular and spessartineat
the three temperatures.As in the case of pyrope and almandine (Armbruster et al. 1992),the AUs along the Si-O
and Al-O bonding vectors do not change measurably as
a function of temperature.The two crystallographically
independent X-O bonds show different behavior as a
function of temperature.The AUs along the bonding vector X-O(2) do not change with increasing temperature,
whereas the AUs associatedwith the X-O(4) bonds increasemeasurably.

The single-crystal IR spectrum of a hydrothermally
grown grossular crystal between 3800 and 3400 cm-' is
shown in Figure 1. It is different from that given by
Ca.Alr(OoH.). katoite, where the OH- groups build a
(Cohen-Addadet al. 1961). The former
OoHo-teffahedron
shows at least three OH stretchingvibrations, which cannot be assignedto definite sffuctural positions. It is most TeeLe5. Cation-oxygen
in spessartine
and
bonddistances
similar to the "class 4" type of natural grossular degrossular
scribedby Rossmanand Aines (1991). Using their calix-o(4)
Ar-o
x-Q(2)
r
si-o
bration for OH contentsin HrO-containing grossular,we
(A)
(A)
(A)
(K)
(A)
calculate roughly 0.04 wt%o H,O for this synthetic
Spessartine
grossular.
2.399(1)
1. 8 9 9 ( 1 )
2245(1)
1 63e(1)
100
The refined O coordinatesand the anisoffopic displace2 404\1)
2.246(1)
1 640(1)
1. 9 0 1( 1 )
293
ment parametersfor all the atoms in grossularand spes2251(1)
2.414(1)
1. 9 0 2 ( 1 )
1 641(1)
500
sartine at the three temperaturesof 100, 293, and 500Grossular
550 K are listed in Tables3 and 4, respectively.The struc2 48s(1)
2321(1)
1. 9 2 3 ( 1 )
100
1. 6 4 6 ( 1 )
2.487(1)
2322(1)
1.e26(1)
293
1.646(1)
tural parameters(i.e., bond lengths and angles) at 293 K
2322(1)
2.4s8(1)
1. 9 2 9 ( 1 )
1.646(1)
550
are similar, but not exactly the same as those reported on
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TlaLe 6. Differencemean-square--displacement
parameters
(A'?)]evaluatedalong the four
IAU : 4,"" - Uo,rnu^
bondingvectorsin spessartineand grossular

r

si-o

(K)

(A,)

100
293
500

-0 0003(2)
-0 0002(2)
-0 0004(2)

Spessartine
-0.0001(2)
0.0014(2)
-0.0003(2)
0 001s(2)
-0 0002(2)
-0 0010(2)

-0 0003(2)
0 0000(3)
-0.0007(3)

Grossular
-0 0001(2)
-0.0014(2)
0 0001(3)
0 0007(3)
-0.0015(3)
0.0002(3)

100
293
550

Al-o
(A")

x-o(2)
(A1

x-o(4)
(A1

547.33- 852.99T 05- 31.544x 106T-2
(1)

6 3 I . 0 7 - 4 0 5 1 5 6 7 0 s - 5 5 . 5 1 6x 1 0 6 T - 2
(2)

5 7 6 . 4- 2 1 1 3 . 8 8T o s - 1 6 . 0 5 9x 1 0 6 T2
+ 1749.02x106r .

42Q

0 0008(2)
0.0007(3)
0 0021(3)

_ 4875.71x 106Z ,
C,:

440

400

+ 5240.40x 106f 3
c,:

P

o
()

c

0 0000(2)
0 0030(2)
0 0054(2)

The heat capacity results for the different spessartines
are plotted in Figure 2. The heat capacities of the two
natural spessartinesare slightly greater than those of the
synthetic.Fitted C"polynomials of the type recommended
by Berman (1988) in the temperaturerange from 300 to
1000 K for synthetic spessartineand the two natural spessartines(GRR 43b and 1791),respectively,are as follows
(Zin Kelvins and Coin J/mol.K):
C,:

460
Y

(3)

The Covalues of the three different samplesare within
l%oof each other at temperaturesbetween 600 and 1000
K, while at lower temperaturesthey differ by about 27o.
The powder FTIR spectraof the four synthetic aluminosilicate garnets between 450 and 80 cm ' are shown in
Figure 3.

(K)
Temperature
samples
FrcunE2. Heat capacitiesof the threespessartine
the
measured
between320 and 1000K. The squaresrepresent
naturalsample43b,thecirclesnaturalsample1791,andthediLeast-squares
bestfit C, polynoamondssyntheticspessartine.
mialsto the dataaregivenin the text.The solid line represents
asdeduced
by staticlatticeenergy
thecalculated
C"ofspessartine
(Ottonello
et al. 1996).
calculations
The Mn'?* and Ca2* cations show measurabledynamic
disorder in the plane of the longer X-O(4) bonds of the
dodecahedralsite of point symmetry 222. This is evidenced by the change in their correspondingAU parameters from 100 to 500-550 K. In contrast, the AU parameters do not change along the bonding vector X-O(2).
Hence, most of the X-site cation motion is within the
plane defined by the four longer X-O(4) bonds. A graphical display of this disorder can be made by using of the
programPEANUT (Hummel et al. 1991).Figure 4 shows
the differencesin the mean-squaredisplacementsbetween
500-550 and 100 K for the Mn'* and Ca'z*cations in
spessartineand grossular,respectively.The amplitudesof
vibration for Mn2* in spessartineare similar to those of
:-pe5:cri

DrscussroN
Crystal chemistry and bonding

ie

Pv-o:ra

I-''-

.;[

!.i\ r\
r
\ i\ir
The static description of the silicate garnet structureis
well known (e.g.,Menzer 1928;Novak and Gibbs 1971;
Merli et al. 1995). The results, herein, permit a further
analysis of the dynamic vibrational properties,especially
of the X-site cations, and a comparison with the other
silicate garnetsalmandine,pyrope, and andradite(Geiger
et al. 1992; Armbruster et al. 1992: Armbruster and Geiger 1993). An analysis of the AU parameters (Table 6)
shows that, as in the other silicate garnets,the SiOo tett'rt..,,i',,r,
rahedra and the AlOu octahedrain spessartineand grossular can be consideredas rigid bodies between 100 and
500-550 K, inasmuchas the AU values associatedwith
both polyhedra remain constant as a function of temperFrcunB 3. PowderFTIR spectraof syntheticspessartine,
alature. The vibrations of both polyhedra can be described mandine,pyrope,and grossularbetween450 and 100 cm t. The
by external librational and translational motions (see mode assignmentsand frequenciesfor almandineand spessartine
Armbruster and Geiger 1993).
are listed in Table 7.

Et$
]'u'^'t.r\,/',.
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600

745

700

(K)
Temperature
plot of the Covaluesof thefour synFrcunn5. Comparison
garnetsbetween300and1000
aluminosilicate
theticend-member
K. The datafor pyropeand grossularare from Bosenicket al.
(1996),for almandinefrom Anovitzet al. (1992),andfor spesFrcunn 4. Differencesof the atomicmean-square
displace- sartinefrom this study.
ments(msdscale:64)between500-550and 100K for Mn'?*in
(above)andCa2*in grossular(below)(illustratedusspessartine
ing theprogramPEANUT-Hummel
et al. 1991).Theprojections tural changes,resulting from the substitution of different
are approximately
along twofold axes.The projectionson the X-site cations, certainly play a role in governing their
right arerotatedapproximately
90'aroundthe horizontalline of thermodynamicstabilities.A questionof interestconcerns
theprojectionin theleft column.TheX-cationsshowsubstantial the large stability field of spessartinerelative to the other
anisotropicvibrationaldisorder,while the eight surroundingO
garnets. Spessartineis stable at I atm and has its own
anionsshowlittle disorder.
liquidus surface in the system MnO-Al'O.-SiO, (Snow
1943). For the other aluminosilicategarnetsthis is not the
Fe2* in almandine (Geiger et al. 1992; Armbruster et al. case.In addition, spessartinehas a very large P-Zstability
1992). Both cations are oJ similar size in eightfold co- field in compadson with the three other aluminosilicate
ordination(0.96 vs. 092 A. respectively:Shannon1976) garnets,and unlike them, it melts congruently over a large
and mass (54.94 and 55.85 a.m.u.).The main difference P-T range (Mottana 1974). Almandine, though sffucturbetween Mn2* and Fe2* is in their respective electronic ally very similar to spessartine,melts incongruently, and
configurations. Mn2* has five d electrons and Fe'?*six d has a more restricted P-Z stability field. Spessartinealso
electrons. Almandine garnet obtains, therefore, a crystal shows a significantly larger thermal expansionin the temfield stabilization energy (CFSE) from the additional elec- perature range from 273 K to 573 K compared to the
tron in one of the lower ee orbitals of Fe2*. This may other silicate garnets (Skinner 1956). A question to be
result in special bonding properties in the Fe'?*dodeca- asked is whether spessartinecould gain its P-Z stability
hedral site and could be a possible explanation for the through entropy stabilization.The relevant thermodynamsmall differences observed in the vibrational amplitudes ic equation for the Gibbs free energy at I bar is:
of Fe2*relative to the other X-site cations as seenin PEALG:LH-T.S
G)
NUT plots (seeArmbruster and Geiger 1993). A description of the CFSEs for solid solutions between spessartine where, Fl is the enthalpy and S the entropy. The vibraand almandine and their dodecahedralsite distortions is tional enffopy is obtained by means of the heat capacity:
given in Geiger and Rossman (1994). Ca2* has, in contrast, no d elecfrons, and it is considerably larger than
either Fe'z*and Mn2*. It has a radius of l.l2 A in eightfold coordination (Shannon 1976) and is also lighter than
the most similar
either of these two transition metals. It shows consider- Becausespessartineand almandine are
their heat capacto
compare
worthwhile
it
is
sffucturally,
ably smaller amplitude, roughly one-half, of vibration in
are
very similar, be1000
K
they
and
ities.
Between
300
the plane of the X-O(4) bonds than either Fe2* or Mn2*.
(Fig. 5). If they are difone
another
l-2vo
of
ing
within
Hence, the amplitudes of vibration of the X-site cations
in garnet are not just a function of mass but also of size. ferent, than it should be in the low temperatureregion
where they show the largest differences. A direct comThermodynamic properties and pressure-temperature
parison of their heat capacitiesbelow 293 K is not posstability of spessartine
sible however, because low-temperature heat capacity
The four aluminosilicate garnets show considerable data for spessartineare not available.
They can be analyzed qualitatively, however, from the
differencesin their pressure-temperature
stabilities.Stnrc-

s,:

f "|

dr

(s)
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lR mode symmetries,assignments,and frequencies
of spessartineand almandinegarnet

temperatures,as it is the low-frequency optic modes that
conffibute greatly to the heat capacities at temperatures
around 100 K (e.g., Born and Huang 1954). lt is around
Mode
Mode
Spessartine Almandine
symmetry'
assignment.
(cm')
(cm')
this temperaturewhere the heat capacity of pyrope is so
large (Haselton and Westrum 1980). At temperaturesbeT,,
r(Ar)
470
470
T,,
v2
447
450
tween 300 and 1000 K, the heat capacities of the two
T
R(SiO")
381
375
garnets are very similar (Fig. 5). We expect, therefore,
T,u
R(SiO.)
347
340
that thefu vibrational entropies will be similar at temperT,,
T(Si04)
314
Jtc
T,,
T(AD
243
237
atures at least up to 1000 K.
T,,
T(X)
204
197
In conclusion, it does not appear that spessartineposT,,
T(X)
too
tc+
T,,
sessesan abnormally large vibrational entropy, which
T(X)
140
tJo
T,,
T(SiO.)mix
111
114
could be invoked to explain its relatively large P-T sta' After Hofmeisterand Chopelas(1991)
bility field and stability at I atm in comparison with the
other aluminosilicate garnets and especially to structurally similar almandine. Low-temperature C, measurements on spessartineare now neededto test this hypothlattice dynamic properties of both phasesas determined esis critically.
from the X-ray scatteringexperimentsand their IR spectra. The root-mean-squarevalue for an atomic displaceAcxNowr-BocMENTS
ment parameter can be written in the general harmonic
We would like to thank Anne Bosenick for making the heat-capacity
case for an atom uQ), in a monoatomic unit-cell as:
measurementsand George R Rossmanfor placing his IR lab at our dis-

(lu(irl'):
v,t |

3k"z

(6)

frj@,

where ku is Boltzmann's constant,ro the angular frequency and r4r the mass (Dove 1993).
The difference between the mass of Mn2t and Fe2* is
about 2Vo, while the differences between the magnitude
of their isotropic displacementparameters,B.o, is at 293
K and 100 K only slightly greater10.486(2)vs. 0.462(3)
A'zl and [0.231(2) vs. 0.215(1) A'; Geiger et al. 1992],
respectively. The large U,, values in both are also very
similar, while U.. and Ur2 are different, reflecting their
smaller values and, therefore, uncertainties. Hence, application of Equation 6 suggeststhat the phonons related
to Fe2* and Mn2* in almandine and spessartine,respectively, should be similar in energy assumingthat the tetrahedral-octahedralframework is largely passivein terms
of X-site cation vibrations (i.e., no strong mode coupling
or mixing occurs) and that this simple-lattice dynamic
model is applicableto the more complicatedstructureand
dynamics of garnet.
This analysis can be tested through a comparison of
the powder FTIR spectraof almandine and spessartinein
the low wavenumber region (Fig. 3). Mode assignments
and frequenciesare given in Table 7. It should be stated,
however,that some mode coupling is presentbetweenthe
IR modes in garnet (Cahay et al. 1981), and sffict assignments to specific atomic or polyhedral motions is not possible. The X-site translation modes in both garnets are
similar in frequency and in intensity, with the ffanslation
frequencies of Fe2* being 3-77o lower than those of
Mn2*. The FTIR spectra of pyrope and grossular are,
however, different from those of almandine and spessartine (Fig. 3), reflecting the different bonding properties
and dynamical behavior of their X-site cations. Because
their low frequency spectraare similar, the heat capacities
of spessaftineand almandine may also be similar at low

posal and for the donation of the natural spessartinecrystals. Bj0rn Winkler read the manuscriptand suggestedhelpful changes This researchwas
supportedby grant Ge 65913-1from the German ResearchSociety.
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